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Asymmetric Unit Root Tests in the Presence of Innovation
Variance Breaks:

Threshold versus Consistent-Threshold Estimation

Steven Cook and Neil Manninel

ABsrRAcr

Kin et al. (2002) demonstrate that the Dickey-Fuller unit root tesl ctln experience severe size dis-
tonion when a hrge decrearc in the innovation vqriance occurs eady, in the sample peiod, leatl
ing to spurious rejection of the null. We extencl this analysis to the case of spuious identiti(:ation
of as\mmetric stationarit! b! the MTAR test of EtvJers and Granger (1998) under simtlar cir'
tumstances. In terms of unit root testing, the propefties ofthe MTAR tert are inferior to those of
the Dickey-Fuller test. However, the MTAR test v)ith consistent-threshold estitfletiotl outpetfonns
both the Dickey-Fuller rnrJ the origtnr MTAR tests when considering the unit root hypothesis;

size tlisnnion being dramatically rcducecl. The consistent MTAR test is also to be preferred to the

original MTAR test when testing the joint h):pothesis qf non-stationaifj and tt-mmetm .\ince the

original test can display consfulerable undersizing. Howeve4 the stzc of the consistent MTAR test

is approximateLy nominal in alL expeiments except when ex.treme chqnges in iLLnovation variance
occur towdrd$ the beginning ofthe sample peiod.

1. INTRoDUcrroN

fl-tHE sEMrNAr sruov of Perron (1989) has prompted a large literature addressing the issuc

I of rcsting for unit roots in the presence of snxctural breaks (see, inter olia, Bai et a|1998,
I Bai and Perron 1998; Baneriee eral 1992; Perron 19ti9, 1990; Zivot andAndrews 1992).

Consequently, it has long been known that the Dickey-Fuller (DF) (1979) test can fail to reject
the null of non-stationarity whcn a scries is in fact stationary but subject to a structural break.

However, more recent research has considered the converse phenomenon of the spurious infer-
ence of stationarity when a break occurs under ths null. The results of Leybourne et al (1998)
show that when an I(1) series experiences a brcak in either its level or drift early in the sample
period, the DF test can experience severe size distortion, leading to the false interence ol sta-

tionarity.
A further development of the 'converse Perron phcnomcnon' is provided by Kim er al

(2002) where the impact of a break in the innovation vadance of a time series upon the proper-

ties of the DF test is considered- [n contrast to breaks in level and trend. breaks in the innova-
tion variance of a time series are rarely considered in the econometrics literature. particularly
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for intcgrated processes.2 This is perhaps surprising as many financial time-sedes experience
jumps in the innovation variance. Aggarwal et al (1999) use the Iterative Cumulative Sums of
Squares algorithm of Inclan and Tiao (1994) to demonstrate that large changes in the innova-
tion variance occur in emerging stock markets; similar changes are evident for US dollar bilat-
cral exchange rates lbr some South East Asian econonies, see Manning (2002) for details.

The Monte Carlo results presented by Kim er al (2002) show the DF test sullers severe

size distortion when an intcgratcd process cxperiences a break decreasing its innovation vari-
ance eajly in the sample period, thereby resulting in the spurious rejcction of the unit root null
hypothesis. In this paper the impact of variance breaks upon more recently proposed asymmet-
ric unit root tests will be considered. Following the results of Enders and Granger (1998),
Endcrs (2001) and Cook and Manning (2002a), attention will be focussed upon the momentum
threshold autoregressive (MTAR) asymmetric unit root test under both threshold and consis-
tent-threshold estimation. Consideration of the MTAR modcl undcr consistcnt-threshold esti-
mation adds to the recent work of Cook (2001) where the properties of the standard (not con-
sistent) MTAR test were examined in the presence of level and drift breaks under the null. This
paper will thercfore consider two issues. First, the rejection of the unit root hypothesis under the
alternative MTAR and DF tests will be examined in the presence of innovation variance breaks.
Second, the overall performance of the MTAR tests will be analysed by considering the joint
rejection of the unit root and symmery hypotheses. Analysis of the joint hypothesis allows
us to consider the extent to whicb the tests indicate 'spurious asymmetric stationarity'.

This paper will proceed as follows. In section 2 the asymmetric unit root tests to be

considered are outlined. In section 3 the Monte Carlo design and results are presented. To illus-
trate the relevance of the Monte Carlo results, section 4 analyses the time series properties of
the Indoncsian Rupiah-Sterling spot exchange rate over the period 1998-2001. This series was
chosen due to its lack of any significant detcrministic trend and its substantial decrease in vari-
ance in the first quarter of the sample period. Section 5 provides somc concluding remarks.

2. ASYMMETRTc UMT Roor rEsrs
Following Pippenger and Goering (1993), the power of the DF test is krown to be low in the
presencc of asymmetric adiustment. A natural extension is provided by Enders and Granger
(1998), in whicb the DF test is modified to allow the unit root hypothesis to be tested against
an alternative of stationarity with asymmetric adjustment.r Considering the DF test in its sim-
plest form:

Ly,= py,_t+ €, (1)

the sufficient condition for stationarity4 is given as -2 < p < 0. To allow for the possibility of
asymmetric adjustment about a stationary attractor, Enders and Granger draw upon thc thrcsh-
old autoregressive approach of Tong (1990) using a Heaviside indicator function to partition

J,.r. Two specificationl of the Heaviside indicator function are proposed based upon {y,} and

{Ay,} and these respcctively lead to the threshold autoregressive (TAR) and the momentum

threshold autoregrcssive (MTAR) asymmetric unit root tests. As the lbrmer has been lbund to
possess little power, only the MTAR test will be examined here, resulting in the following gen-

eralisation of (l):
Ly, = I,p,j,_, + (1- I,') p2y,_, + q
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where 1- is the zero-one Heaviside indicator tunction:

(3)

Asyrnrnctric adjustmcnt about a stationary attractor is then present if pr + p, given prior reiec-

tion o[ thc unit rool. [n rhc abovc cxample. the implicit attractor is ), = 0. However, in somc

cases it may be more appropriate to re-deljnc thc attractor as some other constant or as a trend,

in which casc Lhc-rcrics {-r, } is rcgrcssed upon the relevant deterministic terms to derive a trans-

formed scries {), } to which (2) and {3rare thcn anplied.
To tcst thc unit root hypothcsis. the null Hd Pt = P:, = 0 is examined, values of the test

statistics bcing compared with specilically calculated critical values. Should the null be reject-

cd, thc distribution of thc adjustmcnt coefficients p, and p2 converges to a multivariate Normal

distribution according to Tong ( I 9tj3. 1990). Consequently, under the maintained assumption of
stationarity, symmctry {p, = pr} can be tested using a conventional F-statistic.

Rcccntly Endcrs (2fi)l) and Cook and Manning (2002a) have reconsidered the MTAR
test following regression upon a constant, denoted as @!, noting that the two-stcp procedure

effectively demeans the series. The version of (2) estirnated is tlerefore:

Ar, = 1,p,(r,, -r)+(l-1 )p,(x, -t+{
with the indicator function as detined in (3). In thc presence of asymmetric adjustment the mean

will hc a biased estimator of thc thrcshold, as p, and p, differ Il1 such circumstances, the grid

search approach of Chan (1993) and Cban and liay (1998) should be followed to obtain a

supcr-consistcnt valuc of thc thrcshold. Considering MTAR adjustment, consistent-threshold
estimation requires reordering the {AJ,} process in terms of increasing size, i.c. A}r' < A-yr' <

... < Ay.o. with a subset of the A"r',0 being considered in turn as a potential thrcshold. For cach

A)'r'0 = ?, the firllowing equation is eslimalcd:

A' -l^/. -rtr,l-I \^11' - _\'"A)t-ttPrtlt I -rJ1(r-,, ty)t). -L'T't.

where:

1 Il if^)',_, > r (6)

' l0if A1,, <r
The valuc of A1',0 dclivcring thc minimum residual sun of squares (Eqi'?) is then selcctcd as thc

consistent threshold, with the resultant test beilg denoted as @- (c). Howcvcr, after re-ordering
the series, a number of the highest and lowest ordsrcd valucs of observations on {A),} are

excluded from the grid search identifying t to ensure sutlicient degrecs of lrcedom are present

in each regime. It should be noted that Enders (2001) and Cook and Manning (2002a) draw dif-
fering conclusions conceming the relative powers of the MTAR test under thrcshold and con-

si$tent-threshold estimation. More preciseJy, the Monte Carlo analysis in Cook and Manning
(2002a) reverses thc counterintuitive finding in Ende$ (2001). namely that consistcnt-thrcsh-
old estimation results in lower power; intuitively one would cxpcct the use of a consistent-
thrcshold to re$ult in higher powcr.s Cook and Manning's findings are supponed by the empir-

[t if ay.,>or _l "

"-loylv,'<o

(4)

(5)
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ical results in Enders and Siklos (2001) for the MTAR cointegration test, and in Cook and Holly
(2002) for the Granger-Lee asymmetdc error correction model. In both cases, use of consis-
tent-threshold estimation as opposed to estimation with an imposed threshold allows the respcc-
tive nulls to bc rej{rcted- Crucially, thcse studies do not conduct simulation analyses examining
the power properties of consistent-threshold estimation and only report their empirical test find-
ings.

However in this paper, simulation exercises examine spurious rejection ofthe unit root
hypothesis by ths @p-, @- (c) and DF tests in the presence of innovation variance breaks- In

addition, the simulations also examine the joint rejection of the unit root and symmetry
hygrtheses by the @r,., @" (c) tests.

3. Monra Canr-o sTMULATToN

3. I Exp erimental de sign
To examine the possible size distonion of the @,', @. (c) and DF tests is the presence of inno-

vation error variance breaks, the following data generation
employed:

y, = !, 1+ E, t = 1,...,7

€, = c,n,

?, ! ,.t.d, N(0,1)

process given by (7)-(10) is

(:7)

(8)

(e)

, [ol tor r <r,

lo j for r >7"

(10)

where ?, is the period when the break in variance occurs. The error series {4,} is generated

using the RNDNS procedure in the Gauss programming language version 3,2.13, with the ini-
tial value {yo} set cqual to zero. All experiments are pertbrmed over 10,000 replications with
the finit 100 observations of the series discarded to remove the influence of initial conditions-

Kim et a/ (2000) show the size distortion of the DF tcst depends on the magnitude of
the decrease in variance and thc period during which it occurs. Denoting the ratio orlq as dwe
employ the rangc of values d€ {0.2,0.4,0.6,0-8} setting q= I without loss of generality.

Following the power analyses of Cook and Manning (2002a), Enders and Granger (1998) and
Enders (2001), a sample size of I = 100 is employed throughout. However. we extend the
design in Kim et al (2000) by permitting the break in variance to occur at all possible points in
the samplc, that is 78 = { 1, 2,..., 98, 99}. With the data thus generated, the series {Ay,} is then

reordered in increasing sizc to allow applicarion of the @t (c) test- whcn rninimising the sum
of squares to optimise the value of thc threshold z, thc 15 initial and 15 final values of the re-
ordered Ay, series are omitted from this grid search procedure to ensure sufficient degrees of
freedom exist in each regime. To calculate empirical frequencies at the 5 per cent nominal level
for the @* (c) test, (5) and (6) are employed with the critical value being taken from Cook and
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Manning (2002a).

When considering thc @,'tcst. thc scrics {1,,} is demeaned by prior regression on a

constant hcfore applying (2) and (3) ro the resultant revised series. To calculatc cmpirical rcjcc-
tion frequencies, thc critical value is taken tiom Endcrs (2001). Whcn cxamining the joint rejec-
tion of the unit root and symmetry hypothcscs using the @,,' and @" (c) tests, we employ a stan-

dard F-distribution in testing thc sccondary symmctry hypothesis, as discussed above.
For comparative purposes, the standard r test is calculated by mnning the following

rcarcsslon:

a,y, = l.r + p1,, r +s,

with the appropriate critical value being taken lrom Fuller (1976).

(ll)

3.2 Results
Given the large range of brcakpoints considcrcd, wc follow the approacb of Davidson and

MacKinnon (1996) and prcsent rhe results of the Monte Carlo analysis graphically to ease inter-
pretation and avoid a plethora of repetitive tabulations, Figurcs 1(a)-1(d) summarise the per-
formance of the three tests across all possible breakpoints in the sample period fbr the four alter-
nativc ratios (fl when considering the null of a unit root. From these tigurcs, it is apparcnt that
for both the r,, and @,,'tests ssvsrc size distonion can occur vhen large decreases in innovation

variance are cxpcricnced in the initial pirrt of thc sample pcriod.6 As cxpccted, when d is
increased from 0.2 to 0.8, sizc distonion dscrcascs dramatically. However, it is also apparent
that @/,- suffers grcater size distortion than does the I test. In fact, size distortion of the @/,'

test reaches a maximum when {6-,7r} with a value of 57.93 per cent at the 5 per cent nominal

level. Now consider the performancc of th{r @'(c) test. The degree of size distortion is dranat-
ically reduced in comparison with the results for the q,. and ?, tests, spurious rejectjons occur

ring only for the smallest values of d. Maximum distortion now occurs when {4Ir} = {0.2,
17), the calculated size of 15.99 per cent for the @ (c) test comparing very favourably to the
56.02 per cent fbr the @," test when { AZs } = {0.?. l7I ,

According to the results in Figures 2(a)-2(d) for the @,," and @' (c) tests, the joint tests

also exhibit oversizing when largc variancc brsaks occur early in the sample, as illustrated in
Figure 2(a). Howevel the {,' exhibits undersizing when the same break in variance occurs

towards the end of the sample period. Crucially, the performance of the @- (c) test is morc sat-

isfactory thar the @p* test when 6= 0.2 in two key respects. First, tbe probability of spurious

asymmetry being infened is significantly lower when the variance break occurs towards the
bcginning of the sample and secondly, in contrast to the results firr the @,,- tcst, sizc rcmains

approximately nominal for the @ (c) test wben the variancc break occurs towards the end of
the sample period. Figurcs 2(b) and 2(o) illustrate thc performancc of the two tests for interme-
diate values of 6 and two characteristics are immediately apparent, When the vadance brcak
occurs early in the sample period, application of the @ (c) test is slightly more likely to result
in spurious reiections of the null. However, when the same variance break occurs towards the
end of the sample thc @ (c) test once more has nominal size, yc1 the @!' test exhibits consid-

erable undersizing. This undcrsizing of thc @,,. tcsl is clcarly evident in Figures 2(c) and 2(d)

irrespective of when the break in variancc occurs and is also apparent when there is no break in
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variance whatsoever.T In contrast, Figure 2(d) shows the @'(c) test to have approximately nom-
inal size and this satisfactory peformance also occurs when the innovation variance is
homoscedastic.
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Figure 1b: unit root testing 6=0.4
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Figure lc: unit root testing, d'=0.6
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Figure ld: unit root testing. 6=0.8
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4. EMPIRICAL ILLUSTRATIoN

As an illustration of the relevance of the above Monte Carlo results, consider the following
analysis of the spot Rupiah-Sterling exchange rate, the data being sampled fonnightly over the
period January 1998 to November 2001 inclusive.t This series has characteristics which con-
form to thc abovc Monte Carlo design, namely, it exhibits no significant trend ovcr the sample
and there is a substantial decrease in variancc betwecn the sub-pcriods 1998 and 1999-2001. In
terms of the above Monte Carlo parameters, the sample has the following characteristics: 6 =
0.36, 7= 100 and 7a = 25. These particular values relate to the more extreme cases in the above

Monte Carlo simulations. artd illustrate the relevance of our design to empirical applications.
Given thcsc valucs of 7,{, and d, the Mont€ Carlo results suggest that sevcre distortion oqcurs

in thc Dickey-Fullcr and original MTAR tcsts, but this is not the case for the
consistent form of the MTAR test, namely @- (c).

Figure 3 Fesents the exchange rate data in difference form. and r,, @,- and @- (c) are

calculated as above in Section 2. The standard tests both reject the null of a unit root: ?, = -J.Q$,

37 43 49 55 61 67 73 79 85 91 97

Breakpoint

F'igure 2c: joint hypothesis testing, d =0.6
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with 5 pcr ccnt critjcal value = -2.89 and @r- = 5.19, the telcvant 5 pcr ccnl critical valuc bcing

5.02- One may be tempted to infer therefore that the Rupiah spot rate posscsses asymmel.ric sta-

tiona ty given the above value of the @a' test. However. the @/r' tcst ()1'symmctr)', which is lcss

prone to distortion in the presence of large variance breaks than the equivalcnt unit root lcst.
lails to indicate any asymmetric reaction whatsoevcr sincc F(1.98) = 0-80. In contrast to thc
above results, the consistcnt MTAR test fails to rcject thc null of a unit root: @,'= 0.97, a test

value considcrablv below the 5 oer cent critical value ol5.23-

This example thcrcforc illusfatcs thc relevance of our Monte Carlo experiments; the
time series properties of actual data may be incorrectly classified using standard tests when
variance breaks are present.

5. CoNcLUsroN

This paper has extended previous results conceming the impact of changes in the innovation
variancc on tcsls of thc unit root hypothesis to specilically considcr asymmetric unit root tests

and their properties. Wc find that in common with the standard Dickey-Fuller unit root tests,

asymmetric unit root tests can also suffer severe size distoltion if large decreases in the inno-
vation variance occur early in the sample period. This is panicularly the case if the threshold is
imposed; if the thrcshold is leli unconstrained and consistent-threshold estimation is employcd
the properties of thc rcsultant test are notably improved. In fact, we find the @"" is even out-

performed by thc standard tl, test whcn considcring rcjection of the null of a unit root-

Wc also consider the secondary hypothesis of symmctry and once again the resultsdif-
fer between threshold and consistcnl-thrgshold estimation. We find that spurious inference of
asymmetdc stationarity is also likely if a large decrease in the innovation variance occurs early
in sirmple. However, the @,' joint test of stationadty and symmetry can be severely undersiz.ed

in other circumstances, most commonly when the break in the innovation variance occuls in thc
second half of thc sample period or when the brcak is small or absent. Oi the tests considered,

Figure 3: The first difference of the Sterling-Rupiah exchange rate
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we find that @" (c) possesses the best properties both as unit root test and as a test of the joint
hypothesis of a unit root and symmetry. These results, takcn in conjunction with power calcu-
lations reported in Cook and Manning (2002a), suggest the MTAR test in its consistent forn be

employed by practitioners when undertaking this type of hypothesis testing. These recommen-
dations are also supponed by the results of our empidcal example, the unit root hypothesis
being rejected by both the f,,and @/* tests but not by our prefened @- (c) test-

T,NDNOTES

1. Department of Economics, University of Wales Swansea, Singleton Park. Swansea, SA2 8PP Tcl:
(01792) 29-5168. E-mail: s.cook@swan.ac-uk, d.n.manning@swan.ac-uk.

2. The papers of Wichem, Miller and Hsu (1976), Hsu (1977), lnclan (1993) ard lnclan and Tiao (1994)

can be considercd as thc rarc cxceptions to this whcre a break in inlovation variance is considered in more
gcncral circumstanccs. Kim et al (2N2) ciLe Hamori and Tokihisa (1997) as the only case where the
impact of a variance break upon an integrated series is examined.

3. Such an alternative hypothesis has a natural appeal given the growing theoretical literature suggesting

as)'mmetric adjustment io a range of economic variables see, i er alia, Ball and Mankiw ( 1994), Gale
(1996), Krane (1994).

4. In the fractioml integration literature, series are non-stationary for all fractional differences 6>0.5.
However, in the present context, we consider series to b€ stationary if a^< l.

5. Thjs is not the case if the true threshold value equals zero, in which case the MTAR test, which does

not involve estirnation of the threshold, would have the higher power

6. This echoes results in Kim et al (2002).

7. See Cook and Manning (2002b).

8. Source: l)atastream. Series code: INDORUP
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